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ABSTRACT: OHGAJflZATIOK OF SPACE by Charles R. Howard

Space is "the container of all material objects. A material
object not situated in space is inconceivable. Space is, in a
sense, a reality superior to matter. Throughout history man has
had different understandings of the substance of space. These
understandings have shaped his architecture.

The central theme of twentieth century building has been the
concept of architecture as the organization of space. The architect
Mies van der Rohe has focussed his work upon this theme. He has
stated that architecture is the will of an epoch translated into
space.

When "inside” and "outside" are brought together, or when a
series of enclosures are related to each other, one speaks of
"fluid" space. A concept of fluid space is uniquely proper to our
epoch in which man is no longer separated from the intangible
forces of nature, but believes'himself to be an integral part
of the orderly structure of the universe.

This thesis is an investigation, inspired by the work of
Mies van der Rohe, of a concept of fluid space in architecture
organized by means of free-standing planes.

The free-standing plane (with structure present but subdued
by its regularity) permits the expression of intangible space
within rational order.
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...It will be observed that the greatest marvel of all is
the way in which architecture has conceived and created
an inversion of space. Human movement and action are
exterior to everything; man is always on the outside and
in order to penetrate beyond surfaces, he must break them
open. The unique privilege of architecture among all the
arts...is not that of surrounding and, as it were,
guaranteeing a convenient void, but of constructing an
interior world that measures space and light according to
the laws of a geometrical, mechanical, and optical theory
which is necessarily implicit in the natural order, but
to which nature itself contributes nothing.
Henri Focillon
THE LIFE OF.FORMS IK ART
pp. 21-22

INTRODUCTION

We live in an age of overcrowding, urban riots and social
concern.

It may seem irrelevant, if not downright impertinent,
for an architect to divorce himself from such matters to
embark on a rather subjective discourse in the realm of
visual aesthetics.

But we also stand at the threshold of a new frontier
of space.
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Space should he as real to the man in the street as it
is to an astronaut. This new frontier lies not only beyond
the last small molecule of the earth's atmosphere, but all
around vis from the smallest crowded flat in the stinking
ghetto to the whole universe.

Architectural space is a special kind of space. But
whatever is part of our environment tends to saturate our
perceptions so that its character is lost.

To most people space is a commonplace, an unexamined
assumption. We accept space as a condition - room to move
about in, the absence of obstacles, clear area on a cluttered
table large enough to receive the book we have in our hands.

Architectural space is much more than this. It is a
visual experience potentially capable of evoking profound
responses of mind and spirit. •

It is upon the power of architecture to increase our
level of space awareness that this study is based.

SPACE AND ARCHITECTURE

December 21, 1968. Sixty five years and four days after
the Wright brothers* first flight three astronauts rose from
the earth higher than man had ever been before.

Four hours from lift-off they had reached an altitude
of one thousand miles.

Some seventy hours later they had reached the moon,
two hundred forty thousand miles up.

Up or away?
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"Up” and "down" were directions relative to a world

BO

large that we spoke of it and referred to it as if it were
flat even centuries after we knew the earth was a globe.

Now we have shrunk our world to a mere point in space.
Our system of direction has been revolutionized by personal
experience.

The world of the physicist and astronomer - a universe
of shifting points of matter floating in empty, directionless
space - has been penetrated by living men.

Outer space is man’s new frontier.

Our sense of direction has now become a matter of pure
distance. Beyond! replaces the cry of "Westward, hot"

What are the architectural implications of man’s first
journey to the moon?

Spaceflight dramatizes man’s constant drive to expand
his presence to the outermost edges of the universe. It
emphasizes an aspect of man's nature hitherto largely ignored
in the practice of building.
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Man is a creature of expansion.

He seeks to drive himself through space hy extending
his physical powers with lever, wheel, and rocket.

He explodes into time hy seeking continuity; continuity
in terms of his own journey through life - a journey which,
at its noblest, breaks through barriers, overcomes obstacles
and subverts frustration to become an everlasting advance
whose only terminal is death itself.

Provision of shelter and protection from the elements
have always been a major concern of architecture. In minimal
cultures this is the only concern of the builder. As man
has reached higher intellectual levels tools of architectural
expression have been developed to bear upon the psychological
aspects of shelter and protection.

This thesis contends that man*s need for freedom , for
assurance of the capacity to expand and extend himself , for
choice of direction, is equally important to him as his need
of shelter a.nd protection.

This thesis insists that the only medium sufficient to
express this need in architecture is space itself.

EXPERIENCING SPACE

Architectural space is measured space in the sense that
space is nothing imtil defined hy the creation of boundaries.
Eliel Saarinen wrote that architecture is the organization of
space within space.1

Four categories of architectural space can he made accordin
to the manner in which boundaries are defined. These can occur
separately or in combination:

Definition of space by agglomeration: clustering matter
around a void. The Roman forums furnish examples of this
kind of space.
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Definition of space by encirclement: creation of space
by forming a container. A plane of glass warped to shape
forms the space of a drinicing tumbler. The walled enclosure
of the Acropolis in Athens is an architectural example of
this kind of space.

Definition of space by light: creation of space by
difference in brightnesses. In experimental theater the space
in which a play is performed is usually created solely by
highlighting the center of a darkened auditorium.

Definition of space by planes or objects: fluid space
formed by juxtaposition of free-standing elements. Obelisks
or statuary inserted in an enclosure are common examples.

The sensation of architectural space is differentiated
from the sensation of space in painting and sculpture by the
manner in which it is perceived.

To view a painting one stands still before it, scanning
its surface with his eyes.
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To inspect a piece of sculpture one walks around it
observing the shape and texture of its exterior surfaces.

But architecture must he seen from within. To explore an
architectural composition one must walk around inside it,

Perception of architectural space is subconscious and
kinetic. Space awareness takes place hy automatic registration
of successive images superimposed in the subconscious upon the
effects of memorized analogies.2

The drive to produce architecture is integral with man’s
ceaseless quest to structure his reality. Man structures his
reality hy making forms according to his system of values.

Our basic knowings are not of ’’things" hut of "structure" inferred structures that are not visual experiences hut logical
and mathematical derivations from observations and hypotheses inferred structures that can never he experienced, hut only
visual - ized through the construction of models.3
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What is in nature exists in us in the form of our awareness
of its existence. Creation is a search for an expression of
that awareness.

The creative urge is, in essence, the quest to find a
perceptible image of the hidden forces in nature.4

In architecture we seek to express our awareness of the
force of space. The experience of space is an extension of
the understanding of space.

The road toward experiencing architecture...proceeds
through a functional capacity for grasping space.... One
has to accumulate much experience before a real appreciation
of the essential content, articulated space, can be enjoyed.
[Architects] look for the essence of architecture in the
meaning of the conception of shelter.... Their point of
departure is the arrangement of a series of rooms, a kind
of practical solution, but never really architecture in the
sense of articulated space relations, to be experienced as
such.
[Architectural] space is effected on the measurable plane
by the limits of bodies, and on the non-measurable plane by
the dynamic fields of force.
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
THE NEW VISION

p. 59
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Eve ry phenomenon - a physical object, an organic form, a
feeling, a thought, our group life - owes its shape and
character to the duel between opposing tendencies; a physical
configuration is a product of the duel between native
constitution and outside environment.
Gyorgy Eepes
THE NEW LANDSCAPE
P. 326

The phenomenon of architecture owes its character to the
duel between space and matter.
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Man can only see space in a relative sense. He has to
measure it with matter even though that matter is only the
smallest of points.

Man experiences space hy perception of its limits and
his sensation of participation within it.5

There is a far greater amount of void in the universe
than matter.

Man is a point in this immeasurable void.

Man’s universe is only that which he perceives from this
point; whatever may exist that he cannot see or infer is not
real to him.

Reality is largely the visible portion of the spectrum
between two immeasurable poles'; one, that of nothing, the
other, that of infinity.

04
NOTHING

MEASURABLE

{>00
INFINITY
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Man *s reality and even his dreams are derived from his
experiences in the perceivable order of the visual world.

Architecture makes space perceivable by creating enclosure.

In reality (our reality on Earth) there is always an
enclosing agent - the very ground upon which we stand and
the forces of gravity that relate us to it.

Enclosure is a matter of degree, progressing from its
tightest form in which no movement is possible, ever expanding
to permit more and more movement, to the point where enclosure
becomes so large that movement becomes imperceptible.6

Historians and critics often refer to the "movement”
of space and Sigfried Giedion wrote of "space-time". The
former is misleading and the latter is unclear.7

Space does not move.

By architectural manipulations, our attention can be
attracted to different parts of an enclosure or we can be
drawn toward the next part of a sequence of enclosures,
but the space itself, though it may even be described as
"fluid", does not move. It is man that moves.

-13

Man experiences space by penetrating it. He experiences
space through motion, moving abotit long enough to accumulate
a subconscious store of impressions that create a spatial
sensation or emotion.8

To penetrate means "to enter'1 or "to pass through".
Therefore, it is insufficient to conceive of architectural
space as simply enclosure alone. There must be openness in
architectural space as well. One enclosure must be related
to another enclosure or to the universal void to permit
passage from one to the other.

Architectural space must express tension between enclosure
and openness.

When a series of enclosures are related, or when "inside"
and "outside" are brought together, one spealcs of "fluid" space.

FLUID SPACE AND FREE-STANDING PLANES

Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space.'
-Mies van der Rohe, 1923

A concept of fluid space is uniquely proper to our epoch
in which man is no longer separated from the intangible forces
of nature, but believes himself to be an integral part of the
orderly structure of the universe.

This kind of space was brought to the attention of architects
by certain European works of the 1920*s. The Barcelona Pavilion
of 1929 designed by Mies van der Rohe is probably the archetypal
example.
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The Barcelona Pavilion demonstrated a conception of fluid
space organized By free-standing planes.

The principle of fluid space organized By free-standing
planes can Be expressed diagramatically as shown Below:

Isometric

Plan

OBserve the effects a composition of free-standing planes
produces:

Sense of enclosure is made very clear as the free-standing
planes appear to overlap one another according to one’s
position within.

But the sense of void is also increased Because the
enclosing planes do not actually touch one another to produce
tangible, finite corners limiting the freedom or "flow" of
space. Enclosed space remains part of the larger space of
universal space.
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In addition, space is further emphasized because the enclosing
elements are always read as thin planes, both from within and
without, so that there is no confusion as to whether the
enclosing surfaces circumscribe space or are the exterior
boundary of a solid mass.

Contiguous surfaces define a volume closed and complete.
Discontinuous surfaces can only modulate space. To form a space
impression the viewer must relate the discontinuous surfaces to
each other in his own mind.

Free-standing planes are space modulators rather than space
separators.

A single free-standing plane is a measurable object
having properties of magnitude and direction analogous to the
force vectors of physics. It derives magnitude from its size
and direction from its length-to-height proportion.
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A composition of free-standing planes in space forms a
non-measurable field of force in space.

The object in organizing space with free-standing planes
is to unify a combination of forces in space by developing a
tension between finite matter and infinite void.
\

' Since man experiences space by penetration, perception
of depth - distance - is of primary importance in comprehending
architectural enclosure.

A composition of free-standing planes amplifies depth
perception and therefore encourages the penetration of space.

It is commonly assumed that man achieves depth perception
by virtue of his binocular vision. This is not wholly true.
Stereoscopic vision is a factor in depth percetion principally
at close distances of sixteen feet or less.2

Man has as many as thirteen different ways of perceiving
depth.3 Of these, two are especially important to architects:
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The ground plane at our feet extends upward to the horizon
at our eye level. We look down at objects touching the grotind
near us and up at objects touching the ground farther away.
This is perspective of position relative to the horizon.

As we move about, the relationships of objects in our visual
field shift. Objects close to us shift farther and more rapidly
than more distant objects. This is perspective of parallax.

Perspective of position Perspective of parallax

These two types of perspective play a major part in the
effectiveness of spatial organization by means of free-standing
planes. Perspective of position establishes the scale of a
composition by revealing the interval or distance between planes.
Perspective of parallax quickens space by making one’s movements
within it intelligible.

Free-standing planes are not limited to the creation of
single architectural spaces nor do they restrict the way in
which an observer moves through space.
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The simple pin-wheel configuration of planes creating a
single interior space shown earlier in this section in fact
creates five different spacesl

4.
I.

5.

2>.

2.

All of these spaces overlap and flow into one another. An
observer, upon standing in space 5> has reached not the summit
of a sequence of spaces, hut the centroid of a simultaneity of
many spaces.

The implication of fluid space organized by free-standing
planes is that there is no center and no margin. The strucfaire
of space is revealed by defining space within space, by an
intensification of space in a selected area of a continuum of
space rather than by separation of space.

The phenomenon of overlapping space is inherent to the
vitality of the composition of the Piazza San Marco in Venice.
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Overlapping space in the Piazza San Marco

The multifaceted composition of the enclosing elements of
the square and the objects-in-space of campanile, flagpoles,
and free-standing columns all fmiction as planes in space, real
or implied. The point of major overlap, where the structure of
all the spaces is revealed simultaneously, is at a position
between the campanile and the southwest corner of the cathedral.

Implied planes in the Piazza San Marco
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Inlierent in the simultaneity of spaces generated by a
composition of free-standing planes is the freedom one has
in moving through it. A free-standing plane is something that
can be walked around at either end. One is always offered at
least two options as to the way he might leave the space he

In Mies van der Rohe’s House with Three Courts project of
1934, the double option always leads to two different spaces:
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As with many ideas based on simple theories, the creation
of fluid space by means of free-standing planes has its own
special discipline and restraint.

The objective is to produce not a form or forms, but a
composition of planes in space.

Harmony and balance must be achieved in the distribution
of planes. An entire composition should not be set in motion
by the careless creation of a narrow corridor just as there
should be no deep-perspective holes in the picture plane of
a painting.4

Forms used to create fluid space need to be handled with
great sensitivity, for this system requires an architecture
expressed in the simplest, most abstract terms. It is space
itself which should be given prominence, not the intricacies
of the matter used to modulate it.

Economy is paramount. Modulating space with five planes
where one will do nullifies space and creates confusion.

The edges of planes become extremely critical. Wall
thickness must be outwardly integral with wall surface.
A wall which exposes itself at the edges as a lamination
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of several building materials, for example, loses its integrity
as a plane.

Similarly, the framed opening is a destructive element.
Since openings in space organized by free-standing planes
are created by the fact that the planes do not touch each
other, holes in the planes themselves are redundant.

What may be seen in the space that flows around and
beyond a free-standing plane is emphasized. It becomes just
as critical as what lies at the end of a long corridor or
ceremonial axis.

The thickness of planes is directly related to the scale
of the spaces they modulate. A system of thick mud walls could
not articulate small spaces as the three-dimensionality of
the required mass would be overpowering.

Man measures his place in the universe with his architecture.
An architecture of fluid space expresses the measure of man
simultaneously as a finite, individual entity and a microscopic
dot on a tiny speck in a rational but intangible universe.

SPACE AS A VALUE IK ARCHITECTURE

As late as the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, the
French architect Etienne Boulee wrote that architecture
was "the art of combining masses.”'The notion of architecture
as space is fairly recent.2

Primitive man had little space conception. Ilis spatial
comprehensions were largely in the form of properties of
direction.3 His monuments were pyramids, stable forms of
permanent stone, extensions of the crust of the earth straining
towards the sky above from whence all manner of good and
evil came.
-2k-
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Ancient Greece denied the independent existence of space.
Instead, the Greeks developed a theory of the positions of
"bodies. Whatever space existed was only as an extension of
the object - as an aura around a body. A sophisticated,
4

rational, scientific people, they investigated and measured,
and almost the whole of their architectural theory revolved
about proportion.

The Romans borrowed most of their culture from the Greeks.
As a conquering, colonizing people they, of necessity, developed
a hierarchical, organizational approach to architecture.
Having emperors as well as gods to enthrone, finite kinds
of enclosure, interior as well as exterior, were developed
to express their power of organization, to exalt temporal
authority, and impress the masses.

The significance of certain forms - the basilica and the
mausoleum and the gridiron plan of the Roman camp - were to
far outlast the Romans.

But the Romans clarified no conceptions of space. They,
like their Greek predecessors, had concentrated their attention
on a material and finite universe. The concept of a material,
tangible, finite universe had first to become balanced by
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the concept of a mysterious, intangible, infinite universe
before space could compete with matter in architectural
thinlcing. This latter concept was to be contributed by
Christianity.

Mystical Christianity dominated the history of Western
architecture from the collapse of the Roman empire to the
awakening of the Renaissance.

But, in its early phases Christian architecture tended
to be characterized by finite space.

Christianity began as an underground movement. By the
time of its official recognition by the Roman emperor Constantine
in the fourth century, it had acquired a developed, articulated
liturgy.

It is only natural that the early Christians, as Roman
citizens, should seek to express veneration of a heavenly
King of kings in familiar images of law, authority, and
dispensation of justice as expressed in the Roman basilica
created as a setting for the ceremonial appearence of the
emperor.

27

The Basilica of Trajan, Rome

S. Clemente, Rome
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Rot only did the early Christians adapt the form of
the Roman civil basilica to purposes of worship, hut borrowed
the circular, centrally oriented, domical mausoleum as well,
to form shrines and cenotaphs celebrating the promised
victory over death. Later this form was adopted for the
baptistry and chevet. The traditional Latin cross church
plan evolved as an assimilation of shrine and basilica.

S. Costanza, Rome
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Tlie entire span of Christian church architecture was
to he dominated by an organizational, hiearchical spatial
arrangement borrowed from the Homans.

The basic theme of the Christian church building was
that of a major space ~ the heavenly void evoking the
mysteries of the universe and the omnipresent power of
God - surrounded by a minor space serving as a buffer
between the Church and the secular world.

S. Costanza, Rome
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It was the Byzantine church that began the trend toward
less finite kinds of space. Its greatest monument, Hagia
Sophia, was an altogether different variation of the basilica
theme. Here the aim was to create shifting, irridescent,
incomensurable space: "the golden dome suspended from heaven.
Here the insignificant witness was invited to surrender
himself to a mystical quest beyond the limits of reason.

Hagia Sophia, Istanbul

tt5
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The Byzantines sought to evoke the image of the Golden City,
the new Jerusalem of "pure gold, clear as glass" (Revelation 21:18).
Their tool was light. Hagia Sophia was structurally daring and
audacious. Shafts of daylight entered the building where one
usually expected solid foundations. Surfaces of walls and domes
were covered with gilt mosaics or veined marble. The great
central dome appeared as if suspended from heaven.

Hagia Sophia caught the imagination and provoked the envy
of medieval western Europe.

The Pantheon, Rome

Ilagia Sophia, Istanbul
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Church architecture of succeeding periods tended to he
a synthesis of Roman and Byzantine themes. The image of
authority was combined with a quest for the beyond. Northern
Europe formed images with light out of darkness; southern
Europe formed its images with darkness out of light.

The Romanesque era exemplified the church militant in a
temporal world of suffering and despair. Earthly existence was
but a pause on the way to a better life in the world beyond
death. Dark spaces enclosed by heavy masses characterized
the churches of this period. Architectural expression became
an issue of tension between space and the plasticity of building
masses.

Durham Cathedral, England

The church militant eventually gave way to the church
triumphant of the Gothic period. Here was a happier conception
embracing nature as a symbol of God's handiwork on earth; a
sign of the Garden to come. The cathedral stood as a symbol of
the New Jerusalem. Mass was pared to its limit. Once again the
aim was to achieve incomensurable space, this time by pushing
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Roman esque forms "beyond, their limits.

Gothic architecture featured highly enclosed, highly
structured, emotional space.6

An urge toward transparency to produce a light imbued
image resulted in the use of ever increasing areas of jewellilce stained glass windows.

Columns separating nave from side aisles were rendered to
affect lightness. The row of shafts became a wall that was not
a wall until, ultimately, the side aisles of the German Gothic
churches were raised to the height of the nave and the resultant
interior colonnades became suggestive of the transparency of
the heavenly city described in the Book of Revelation.

S. Elizabeth, Marburg
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The scholars and mystics of the Gothic period acknowledged
the existence of intangible forces in the universe - everything
in the world was evidence of the power of God.7 But this did
not help them produce a concept of space any more than rationality
helped the Greeks to do so.

Gothic thought embraced light and direction. Heaven was
up and Hell was down. The brilliant light of Heaven radiated
downward upon man as he sought to rise upward from the dark
depths of sin and despair.8

The concept of architecture as space awaited the combination
of Classical rationality with that of the emotional forces of
intangibility developed by the Gothic scholars.

But first there had to be a pause for rediscovery and
re-affirmation of Classic principles: this was the era of the
Renaissance.

The Renaissance marked the beginning of a change from
the Roman - Christian emphasis on the hiearchical significance
of shapes toward attentiveness to' the inherent qualities of
space itself and its ability to evoke psychological responses
in man. The philosophy of humanism emerged to place man at
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the center of his universe. Reality became that which a man
could see around him instead of a world of intangible forces,
lie began to measure his new reality. Among other things, he
developed the technique of mechanical perspective.

Renaissance space was sophisticated, central, mathematical,
static.

In restoring Classical thought to the world, the Renaissance
paved the way for future scientific inquiry, bxit it refused
to push beyond Aristotle.

The pendulum of thought began to swing back toward intangible
worlds with the coming of the Baroque era. However, interest
in the infinite universe did not revert back to the old
Gothic mysticism, but was keynoted by the emergence of scientific
quests into the unknown. Kepler, Galileo, and others discovered
a heliocentric world. One generation later Sir Isaac Newton
founded the science of dynamics and described the law of
universal gravitation. He and his contemporaries discovered
the heliocentric world of their predecessors to be but a
minor member of an immense star system which we know as the
Milky Way.9

Baroque architects superimposed dynamic force upon
Renaissance space conceptions. The Gothic ideal of transparency
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was pushed to its limit. Since the use of larger glass areas
ultimately defeats itself by denying enclosure and negating
light contrasts, attempts were made to produce transparency
hy creating a feeling of fluidity through manipulation of
space itself. At Vierzehnheiligen hy Balthasar Neuman, for
example, the main space of the nave and sanctuary alternately
thrusts through the secondary space of the side aisles to
merge with the exterior walls and then retreats again to the
central area.10

All of the accumulated scientific research since the
age of Newton has revealed to us an infinitely immense universe.
We of this century live in a cosmos of galaxies in which the
Milky Way is hut one of many; a cosmos in which there is a
’'standard state of motion*' for each region of space; a four
dimensional world of events separable into a three dimensional
cosmic space and a one dimensional cosmic time.11

Four centuries ago the lure of space beckoned Renaissance
sailors westward to discover new continents.

Since then man has engulfed his globe. The steppes of
Asia and the plains of America no longer test man’s courage
and skill to survive. There is no longer a frontier of land.

Man has fulfilled his ages old dream to fly and there is
no longer a frontier of the air.
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We are only now just "becoming aware of the new frontier
of space. Life on other planets and lebensranm in other
worlds are not so easily relegated to science fiction.

«

If it is true that man's conception of himself and of
other men has depended on his conception of the world it is
no less true of his conception of space.

Newton developed the concept of absolute space; that is,
space as container of all material objects. To him space was
immovably fixed, inert, capable of no action or form.

Space has ceased to be neutral in the old Newtonian sense.
By the necessity of having to take his environment with him
in spaceflight, the astronaut has demonstrated to us that it
is man that makes the spaces he needs and encounters,12

Cezanne created the spaces he needed in painting Sainte
Victoire.13
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Mies van der Rohe created the spaces he needed in the

Kot only that, objects as well as people create their
own spaces, as demonstrated by the sculpture of Tony Smith
displayed on the Rice campus.

TV
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The experience of space is an extension of the understanding
of space. The architect must be able to furnish us with forms
we need to express the experience of space.

SOME TWENTIETH CEKTU-RY SPACES

In the melee of reconstruction following World War I
the germ of a solution to the problem of a modern expression
of space experience appeared as one of the principal statements
of a group of Dutch artists almost forgotten today largely
because they have been left to the historians and critics
of painting and sculpture to deal with, whereas their major
contributions wrere in the realm of architecture.

This group, known as De Stijl, was personally responsible
in redirecting and solidifying the goals and purposes of
the Bauhaus, giving it almost world-wide influence in design.1
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Major exhibitions of their work elsewhere strengthened the
convictions of other rising artists.

The aim of De Stijl was "purification of the plastic arts."
Claiming that an exteriorizing harmony existed in all laws
and principles of the cosmos, the movement sought to realize
a universal law and spirit in the visual arts.

Although they talked more of mass and matter than of
space per se in their writings and pronouncements, De Stijl
architects brought about the first clear statements of continuous,
fluid space organized by free-standing planes.

The house was analysed and dissected until it became an
object, or composition of objects, which one could circle
on all sides. It was raised from the ground and its ceiling
became a roof terrace.

Van Doesburg and Van Eesteren, Architectural Design, 1923
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Lilce their painter associates, he Stijl architects sought
absolute exclusion of subject matter and exclusive use of
primary plastic elements in their work. They defined the
elements of architecture as function, mass, plane, line,
space, color, material.

Works of engineering and the potential quality of technical
production were much admired.

The pre-De Stijl Bauhaus was a center of "mystic exultation"
exemplified by the work of Johannes Itten. When members of
De Stijl arrived at the Bauhaus on invitation as teachers,
they found that this clashed violently with their ideals. For
two years they waged a vigorous campaign against self-expressionism
in favor of a new objectivity which led variously to constructivism
and functionalism.

The efforts of De Stijl were well publicized. Following the
Bauhaus activity, there were major exhibitions by De Stijl in
Paris, in 1923, and in Weimar in 1924.

By this time, De Stijl architects were talking and writing
about space specifically as an expressive means of architecture.
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It is significant that the Bauhaus buildings of Dessau,
the Weissenhofseidlung in Stuttgart, Mies’s Tugendhat house
and the Barcelona Pavilion were all preceded by the architectural
studies of De Stijl.

Van Doesburg and Van Eesteren, Architectural Design, 1923
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The archetypal demonstration of fluid space organized by
free-standing planes is the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van
der Rohe, constructed in 1929.

The "field" of the composition is established by two
end walls that are like a pair of parentheses. Within these
parentheses an expression of space is stated with six free¬
standing planes.

-45-

Mies's interest in free-standing planes is evident in his
project for a "brick country house of 1923, "the year of the
important De Stijl exhibition in Paris. Appearing more as a
study of the elimination of corners in the tradition of Wright
combined with a plan theme of T forms reminiscent of several
Mondrian paintings of 1914-1916, it was an elegant first step
toward the Barcelona Pavilion.

Project for a Brick Country House, 1923

From "Pier and Ocean", Mondrian, 1915
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The unbuilt court house projects of the 1930’s represent,
in turn, a further development of the Barcelona Pavilion theme.
They go far beyond the simple pin-ivheel composition of free¬
standing planes illustrating the concept of fluid space in the
first section of this study.

Mies van der Rohe has dramatized space-in-architecture more
significantly than any architect in history, yet this, his
greatest contribution, has generally been overlooked because
so much of what he wanted to express has remained in the form
of unbuilt projects.
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Something of the forcefulness of fluid space organized hy
free-standing planes can he demonstrated by comparing two glass
houses: one the "Fifty-by-fifty" house project designed by Mies
in 1951, the other the well known week-end house built by Philip
Johnson in New Canaan, Connecticut, in 1949.

The Fifty-by-fifty House
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The Glass House

Although the interior space of "both houses actually
extends to a surrounding forest enclosure, for simplicity
the "field" of each house shall he considered as that established
by the surrounding glass walls.

In both houses the utility core becomes a single element
carefully placed so as to define the greatest variety of
spaces possible.

Mies forms his utility core of free-standing planes.
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In theory, the disposition of free-standing planes is this

And this:

To form this:

The final form of the core has "been expanded to serve
practical necessities of the house without compromising its
spatial function.

A simple hox would have served just as well to house the
utility core, but the elongated planes give a dynamic quality
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to the space aromid them, thrusting the void "beyond the glass
walls and providing real continuity between interior and exterior

The recessed membrane connecting the two side walls of the
core actually draws space into the house. A simple, box-shaped
core would merely stop the flow of space.

The total effect of Mies’s core is to provide a balanced
contraction and expansion of space so that, in essence, the
space that existed before the house was built would not have

Something quite different happens in the Johnson house.
The utility core is cylindrical in form. The surface of a
cylinder retreats toward its limbs and thus Johnson’s core
acts as though it were trying to disappear, or that in designing
it to this shape he was trying to wish it out of existence as
an impurity in his design. The cylindrical utility core
causes the space surrounding it neither to explode or implode.
The space is essentially inert.

-51\

Fluid space can "be articulated even in unlikely situations,
such as within an existing envelope of space whose volume must: /

'v

remain undivided.

The Cullinan wing of the Houston, Texas, Museum of Fine
Arts designed "by Mies van der Rohe and completed in 1958,
furnishes a good example. Here the task was to expand an
existing "U” shaped museum plan by filling the area between
the legs of the U with a single, large room.

Cullinan Wing, Museum of Fine Arts
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Functional requirements dictated that most of the free¬
standing planes he joined together by hidden membranes to
restrict access to non-public portions of the building, but
the visual effect has been preserved and the space is very
dynamic not only because of its large size, but also because
of the way it is treated at the corners.

Free-standing planes play an important part in Mies’s
latest work, the Few Kational Gallery in Berlin.

The Few Fational Gallery, Berlin, 1969
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But the hovering, horizontal roof plane is the major
spatial element in this design. The walls within the building
intensify space that has been selected and defined by the
roof plane. The New National Gallery expresses the ultimate
development of this theme present in Mies’s Farnsworth house
and the Fifty-by-fifty house project.

CONCLUSION

The typical room, a totally enclosed volume of space,
is dead and static. Free-standing planes generate a controlled
expansion of space in all directions, encoui'aging movement
within a dynamic composition.

It has "been traditional to thinlc of architecture as space
in terms of articulated volumes of space. But this provides a
limited view of the quality of space itself.

By freeing the defining planes of a volume of space a new
vision of spatial understanding is created.
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Free-standing planes propel space experience into a new
realm beyond that of articulated volumes.

Inner space becomes

related to outer space. All is brought into a taut, dynamic
unity. By the apparent contradiction of pulling apart, all
is brought together. The merest specie is related to the universe.

Modern man is bomided on the one hand by his theory of
atoms and on the other by his theory of solar systems. Both
are conceived of as particles of matter pulled apart in space,
whirling about a central nucleus which, in turn, is composed
of matter occurring in space.

Is it not appropriate for the architecture of modern man
to be completely permeable, composed of free-standing masses
in the greater continuum of space - within which man has
become an audacious and free-roving speck?
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